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So just why would the Hour Vision launch merit

more attention than, say, any one of a few dozen

tourbillons, perpetual calendars, minute repeaters

and combinations thereof? Simple: unlike those

absurd, unnecessarily complicated fripperies,

Omega’s new movements will, eventually, serve

all of its automatics. And prices for even the first,

distinctly luxurious watches to provide launch

pads for the new calibre will be less than, say, 

the cost of a simple service for a tourbillon. 

In other words, this is a new, in-house movement

to which normal people can aspire.

To appreciate the impact of this design, it’s worth

noting that big changes are taking place

throughout the watch industry, mostly regarding

what marketing types call ‘brand positioning’. 

A perfect example is JeanRichard, which has, over

the past three years, seen the ‘Daniel’ prefix

dropped from the name, while the innards have

Acuity
Omega hones its Co-Axial
with 20/20 ‘Hour Vision’

At £3,075, the Omega De Ville 
‘Hour Vision’ in steel with leather 
strap offers a surprisingly affordable 
means of owning a watch from a brand 
of unrivalled reputation, with a brand-new
manufacture movement; the first to be
designed specifically for the Co-Axial
escapement (for the past eight years, Co-Axial
has been incorporated into existing calibres).

6 Considering the hunger for so-called ‘manufacture’ watches, the birth

of any new movement is worth celebrating. Rightly or wrongly, watch

enthusiasts now expect every timepiece above a certain price or

stature to possess its own in-house calibre. And when a new launch

happens to be the second commercial incarnation of the most

important development in recent memory – Omega’s George Daniels-

designed Co-Axial escapement – the surrounding brouhaha is rightly

justified. The new Hour Vision models, combined with April’s huge

Omegamania auction, will surely mean 2007 is Omega’s year.

Ken Kessler

Technical Specs

Calibre 8500/8501 

Display: Central hour hand; central
minutes hand; central seconds hand; date

Dimensions: 29.00 mm diameter (13’’’);
5.50 mm high

Features: Co-Axial escapement; Omega
free-sprung balance with inward poising
screws; chronometer-certified by COSC;
two barrels in series; time-zone function

Components: 202

Jewels: 39

Frequency: 25,200 vph (3.5 Hz)

Winding: Automatic (both directions)

Power reserve: 60 hours

Special finishing: White-rhodium plating
(calibre 8501 in rhodium and red gold);
unique côtes de Genève in arabesque;
red-varnished engraving; blackened
screws, barrels and balance wheel
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(Left) All the new Hour Vision models (top-end rose-gold model pictured;
£12,275) feature a grooved rhodium-plated chapter ring enhanced by
diamond-polished, faceted, solid-gold hour markers matching the case
colour. The date window is framed in diamond-polished red gold or white
gold, with matching, applied Omega symbol below 12 o’clock.

(Below) Calibre 8500/8501 and Hour Vision’s launch, in January: (Left to
right) Stephen Urquhart, President of Omega; Nick Hayek, CEO of the
Swatch Group and son of Swatch Group Chairman, Nicolas; Jean-Claude
Monachon, Vice-President of Omega, Head of Product Development. 

technology to improve further its precision over long periods.

Identified as calibre(s) 8500/8501, the new movement will first

appear in a rather sexy entrant to the De Ville catalogue. Omega

has named the new model ‘Hour Vision’, because it is a feast for

the eyes. Unlike the first models to use Co-Axial escapements

back in 1999, which had closed backs because there simply

wasn’t much to see, this second-generation offering is

categorically a showcase: the caseback and sides are sapphire

crystal. Which means that these watches are blatantly aimed at

those who appreciate movements enough to want to gaze

intently upon their workings.

Attention to detail
It’s an ambitious movement, with a heady 202 components

created entirely in-house, using “third millennium technology to

ensure optimum performance”. Additionally, all 8500/8501

calibres are COSC-certified chronometers. Driven by an efficient

bidirectional rotor, the energy from the automatic mechanism is

transmitted through two barrels, providing the watch with a

generous power reserve of 60 hours. Another practical feature is

lifted from certain GMTs: when travelling to a different time-

zone, the user can move just the hour hand, which operates

separately from the minutes and seconds hands.

With everything exposed for all to see, Omega hasn’t neglected

one square millimetre of surface. All of the components are

beautifully finished and decorated, to a degree more likely to be

associated with watches costing £10,000 or more. Hour Vision

starts from £3,075 in steel, to £12,275 for rose gold. An extra

£45,000 will, incidentally, get you the spectacular central-tourbillon

Co-Axial De Ville, being premiered at Antiquorum’s Omegamania

auction, initially limited to 30 pieces.

Instead of simply
incorporating windows
into the case, the
‘Hour Vision’ concept
involves a technical
breakthrough: an
entire sapphire-crystal
case is set into the
steel or red-gold case,
so the watch is still
waterproof to 100 m
and shock-resistant 
up to 5000 g.

Omega wisely used 
the eight years since the 

Co-Axial escapement’s debut as 
a large-scale, real-world test session.
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shifted from ETA bases to in-house

movements. Why? Parent company Girard-

Perregaux wanted greater independence

for its ‘entry level’ brand, whilst driving it

up the price and prestige ladder, closer to

but not overlapping G-P.

So, too, Omega, which is – despite grander

names like Breguet and Blancpain seated

around the Swatch Group dinner table –

the most important brand under Nicolas G

Hayek’s control. As has been evident to all

in the watch industry, Hayek’s plans for

Omega consist of far more than owning a

vast chunk of the middle sector: he wants

Omega to face off with the Rolexes and

Chopards and IWCs and Breitlings. And an

all-new, devilishly clever, aesthetically

charming in-house calibre is his ‘WMD’:

Watch of Market Domination.

Gestation
Enthusiasts knew that the first incarnation

of the Co-Axial escapement back in 1999

was merely a toe in the water. Firstly, it

was an escapement applied to an existing

movement – not an all-new calibre.

Secondly, it was fed into the catalogue in

an almost laid-back fashion. Certainly,

Omega publicised it, but did not ram it

down customers’, retailers’ or even

reviewers’ throats. And one would like to

think that this laissez-faire approach is

why lesser award programmes sponsored

by, say, German magazines, failed to give

it Watch of the Year when it deserved

Watch of the Decade. Or Millennium.

Since then, with the Co-Axial serving 

time in everything from dress watches 

to chronographs to diving watches,

Omega has been refining the escapement,

which – to the best of my knowledge –

suffered only one minor production

hiccup: a slight misunderstanding about

lubrication, caught very early on and dealt

with swiftly and satisfactorily.

And that’s the key to the entire project:

Omega wisely used the eight years since

the escapement’s debut as a large-scale,

real-world test session. After the

aforementioned shaky start, the Co-Axial

settled down to remarkable consistency.

As George Daniels told this writer

(fortunate enough to own one of the first

limited editions) at the new calibre’s launch,

“You should tell your readers about its

accuracy!” Okay, George, here goes: in my

own watch’s lifetime, it’s been averaging

a few seconds’ variation a month.

A passion of Daniels over many decades,

the Co-Axial escapement remains succinctly

described as, “touching the very heart 

of the watch by re-engineering the

component that provides the regular

transmission of energy to the mechanism.”

Along with the free-sprung balance,

Daniels’ design provides optimal stability

to the watch’s running rate over long

periods. Perhaps most importantly, at a

time when enthusiasm for mechanical

watches has never been higher and

demand on servicing has been

disproportionate to the number of skilled

watch repairers, the Co-Axial eliminates

the need for lubrication at a crucial point

in a watch, while enhancing overall

reliability (see ‘The Great Escape’, p.87).

When undertaking the Calibre 8500

project, Omega stated that its goal was to

upgrade the existing, proprietary Co-Axial



Further information: Shentonbooks, Tel: 0845 838 5523, Email: nps@shentonbooks.com, www.shentonbooks.com 

anti-reflective sapphire apertures will provide the main talking points

when the new Omegas are unveiled to enthusiasts (and expect this

detail to be copied widely over the next few years). In the Hour

Vision, they’re located on either side of the winding crown, at the 

9 o’clock position, and between the lugs. Omega is rightly proud of

the glass element of the design: an entire sapphire case is set into

the stainless-steel or red-gold case, ensuring that the watch remains

waterproof to 100 metres and shock-resistant up to 5000 g.

Lucky owners will discover something new every time they look

at their Hour Vision. The dials are a perfect mix of modern and

retro: certainly 21st-century, but addressing a DNA that goes

back to the classic round Omegas of the immediate post-war

years. But what’s undeniable is that the new models underline

a watchmaking achievement that transcends the aesthetic. 

It was made clear at the launch that the new calibres will serve

as, "a solid platform from which Omega will develop future

modular complications and additional features.” Chronographs,

GMTs, calendars… just imagine your preferred application for the

new Co-Axial! George Daniels certainly looked happy about his

baby’s latest growth spurt. �

mark his 80th year and images from the exhibition have been

added to the comprehensive illustrations in the current second

edition of the autobiography.

Daniels’ early jobs included making mattresses, re-treading tires

and repairing movie projectors. Conscription to the British Army

in 1944 was welcomed because “it was the first time I had my

own bed”. With a flair for mechanisms, he fixed fellow squaddies’

watches and, on leaving the Army, did the British Horological

Institute course at Northampton Polytechnic. A period as a trade

watch repairer followed. As his reputation spread, more

prestigious work in watch restoration gave him an introduction to

wealthy collectors, by whom he was always careful to be

regarded as an expert consultant rather than a tradesman. His

second love, restoring vintage Bentleys (then quite affordable)

also provided useful contacts. These included Cecil Clutton, who

was to buy the first Daniels pocket watch. 

Work with such upper-echelon collectors made Daniels an expert

on Breguet and his comprehensive book, The Art of Breguet

(Sotheby’s Publications, 1975) soon followed. Collectors are very

competitive and others soon wanted Daniels watches. The

supply was kept limited, all were made entirely by Daniels in his

own workshop and all

had different mechanisms –

most produced with different escapements aimed at optimising

performance. His next book, Watchmaking (Philip Wilson Publishers,

1981; 3rd ed., 2002) was to become a guide for those who aspired

to follow him. It has been reprinted in several languages.

The search for a better watch escapement – his little book 

The Practical Watch Escapement is a useful guide (published by 

the author, 1994; 2nd ed., 1997) – culminated in the Co-Axial.

The story of its development and the 30-year struggle to interest

a Swiss company in its commercialisation is fascinating, with

many interesting details and asides. A chapter cleverly entitled

‘Alfa and Omega’ refers to the competing interests of cars and

the Co-Axial. Much of the book recounts restoring and racing

vintage sports cars and several illustrations added to this new

edition show Daniels’ remarkable collection.

All in Good Time is an interesting and amusing read. Its subtitle,

Reflections of a Watchmaker works wittily with the image on the

flyleaf, which incidentally features the famous ‘Blower Bentley’

that Tim Birkin raced in the 1920s, setting a Brooklands lap record

of 137.96 mph in 1932. �

Further information: Tel: 023 80646 916, www.omega.ch
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As Good a
Time as Any
Timothy Treffry

All in Good Time: Reflections of a Watchmaker 

(Revised Edition)

By George Daniels
Hardcover, 152 pages, £27.50
Published by the author, 2006 (2000)

Churchill once said of Labour Leader Clement Attlee: “He is a

modest man who has a good deal to be modest about.” Dr George

Daniels MBE on the other hand, who takes great pleasure in

those little extras at each end of his name, has a lot to be proud

of, and no one who knows him would expect a self-effacing

autobiography. All in Good Time tells the remarkable story of his

life; it is a version of ‘Log Cabin to White House’ but in this case

from pre-WWII poverty in London’s East End as one of 11 children,

to a mansion on the Isle of Man and universal acknowledgement

as the greatest watchmaker of his generation. His remarkable

watches formed a special exhibit at Sotheby’s last summer to

For the calibre 8501, the rotor and balance bridge are fashioned from

18 ct red gold – a choice that should immediately remind those with

a grasp of watch history of classic Omega movements from the past.

For a wonderful aesthetic contrast, the screws, barrels and balance

wheel are blackened to create an unusual and contemporary matt

finish. Omega chose this over the more conventional and more

‘common’ bluing heat treatment. Additionally, the bridges and the

rotor are decorated with a snailed, ‘arabesque’ côtes de Genève

pattern, said by Omega to be a world premiere. For the 8500, 

Omega has created a fashionable monochrome look, through the use

of all-rhodium and black details. 

Cases are a contemporary 41 mm in diameter, feeling instantly 

‘right’ on wrists that have worn most post-Panerai/Portuguese men’s

watches. And while the size and style are impressive enough, the

(Left) After two 1947 observatory tourbillons (lots 109 and 110), the highest
estimate at Antiquorum’s Omegamania theme sale, 14th–15th April, is for lot 290:
the first numbered example of Omega’s new De Ville Co-Axial Central Tourbillon
(ref. 513.53.39.21.99.001; RRP £57,450; estimate SFr.80,000–100,000). Three
years in the making, this is the second generation of the sorely underrated
Automatic Central Tourbillon launched in 1994 to mark the 100th anniversary 
of Omega’s foundation. It was the world’s first automatic wristwatch with central
tourbillon regulator. Designed in sympathy with the transparent Hour Vision
aesthetic, 30 examples of the new Co-Axial watch will be made initially, 
to gauge the demand for serial production.
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